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About This Game

XCOM: Enemy Unknown will place you in control of a secret paramilitary organization called XCOM. As the XCOM
commander, you will defend against a terrifying global alien invasion by managing resources, advancing technologies, and

overseeing combat strategies and individual unit tactics.

The original XCOM is widely regarded as one of the best games ever made and has now been re-imagined by the strategy
experts at Firaxis Games. XCOM: Enemy Unknown will expand on that legacy with an entirely new invasion story, enemies and

technologies to fight aliens and defend Earth.

You will control the fate of the human race through researching alien technologies, creating and managing a fully operational
base, planning combat missions and controlling soldier movement in battle.

Key Features

Strategy Evolved: XCOM: Enemy Unknown couples tactical turn-based gameplay with incredible action sequences and
on-the-ground combat.

Strategic Base: Recruit, customize and grow unique soldiers and manage your personnel. Detect and intercept the alien
threat as you build and expand your XCOM headquarters.
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Tactical Combat: Direct soldier squads in turn-based ground battles and deploy air units such as the Interceptor and
Skyranger.

Worldwide Threat: Combat spans the globe as the XCOM team engages in over 70 unique missions, interacting and
negotiating with governments around the world.
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Title: XCOM: Enemy Unknown
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Firaxis Games, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
2K, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Franchise:
XCOM
Release Date: 11 Oct, 2012

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS:Windows Vista

Processor:2 GHz Dual Core

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 8600 GT / ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT or greater

DirectX®:9.0

Hard Drive:20 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX Compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Initial installation requires one-time internet connection for Steam authentication; software installations required
(included with the game) include Steam Client, Visual C++ 2008 Redistributable, DirectX and Microsoft .NET 4.

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Russian,Japanese,Polish,Traditional Chinese
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Brilliant especially with Enemy within DLC

Played this on my dads account since it came out. Brilliant especially with Enemy within DLC

Played this on my dads account since it came out. Doesn't work in widescreen.. The game's great,
just\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off that I and many others can't play it, and the devs don't seem to
be bothered in the slightest.. Timeless and genre defining. A stunning remake of a great strategy game. Eclipsed only by it's
successor, XCOM reignited the turn-based tactics genre almost singlehandedly. Worth playing, no matter a sale or not.. One of
the best turn based strategy games out there. It goes to show how far a series can go to impress its players. This takes the tbs(turn
based system) and makes it into its own sub category. The gameplay and replayabilty is quite enjoyable and well worth it. The
amount of fun and pain that you can feel during your play throughs are fairly interesting that have occasionally brought me back
to this amazing series.. In Vanila mode game is meh, eh, em,... it's okey i guess, little bit boring, but ok.

Defenitly advice you play in LongWar mod. On easy difficult.. The game's great,
just\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off that I and many others can't play it, and the devs don't seem to
be bothered in the slightest.
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One of the best turn based squad based tactical shooters of all time. can be frustrating when you miss a 90%chance kill but that's
also some of the fun. Brilliant game, perfect game to play whilst working on call, I'm a Recovery Driver, and I can play this as
it's pause turn based! You can just leave it running mid fight and go to work for a few hours and come straight back!

Good strategy building to your Base, Soldiers, Fighters, and Armoury too!
Also follows and interesting Story based Tutorial for Novices like myself to this game. Haven't plucked up the balls to do
Multiplayer yet but that's to come soon! The Story\/Tutorial however is good I enjoy it.

All in all buy it!
Good game Firaxes.. Amazing game except the fact that you literally could make a family, have kids, die of old age every
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING TIME the aliens make a MOVE.
Just give me the option to skip the cutscenes dammit.. Outstandingly Good. Frustrating at times, but does an excellent job at
keeping you immersed. One recommendation, remember that it's a game and don't freak out if something bad happens.. 10\/10
would miss consecutive 80% shots again.. Bloody fun game, good retelling of the original!
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